EQ - Rider Cyclopad
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Manufactured by CT Healthcare t/as- Niagara

erapy

Your Quick Reference
Therapy Plan
Consultant Name: ...........................................................................................................
Consultant No.: .................................................................................................................
WEEK ONE
Position:.........................................................................................................................................................
Time:................................................................................................................................................................
Speed/Intensity:......................................................................................................................................
Frequency:...................................................................................................................................................
WEEK TWO
Position:.........................................................................................................................................................
Time:................................................................................................................................................................
Speed/Intensity:......................................................................................................................................
Frequency:...................................................................................................................................................
WEEK THREE
Position:.........................................................................................................................................................
Time:................................................................................................................................................................
Speed/Intensity:......................................................................................................................................
Frequency:...................................................................................................................................................
Remember to drink plenty of water before and a er each session. is will assist the body in
ushing out any excess toxins. Our mission is for you to Feel Be er so if you have any questions
on ge ing the most out of your EQ Rider Cyclopad, then contact our Client Care Team on
1800 178 528 (AUS) or 0800 642 427 (NZ).
Working together, your health and comfort is our priority.
SMARTER | LIGHTER | BETTER

Congratulations
Congratulations on making the decision to invest in the proven bene ts of
Cycloid Vibration erapy (CVT)!
e EQ Rider Cyclopad is the latest addition to the Equissage erapy System Range.
Manufactured in Brisbane, Australia by CT Healthcare Pty Ltd the EQ Rider Cyclopad is
made to the same standards as the Niagara erapy ermo Cyclopad. All Niagara
erapy devices are listed on the Australian Register of erapeutic Goods (ARTG) and
with Medsafe in NZ as Class IIa Medical Devices.
Competitive riding and most other equine pursuits can have a sizeable impact on the
human body. Combining this with injuries that can happen easily the importance of
giving the body some extra therapy is clearer than ever before. If your body is stiﬀ, sore
and not moving freely then the ability to get the most out of your horse becomes much
more diﬃcult. e circulation system holds a key to many areas of health and well-being.
Along with this, eﬃcient circulation is a key factor in healing injuries and ensuring muscle
and connective tissues can function properly.
We are con dent that you will love using your new EQ Rider Cyclopad and have the
satisfaction in knowing that Cycloid Vibration erapy has been helping people and
animals since 1949. Enjoy discovering for yourself what the bene ts of daily CVT
sessions can provide.
Equissage is dedicated to producing quality equine therapy systems and we are grateful
for the opportunity to show you that with the integration of the EQ Rider Cyclopad, both
horse and rider can focus on performing at their peak.
is Instructions For Use is designed to assist you get the most out of your EQ Rider
Cyclopad from now into the future. Once again Congratulations and we look forward to
being a part of your journey towards the future with the EQ Rider Cyclopad.
Happy Riding,
Team Equissage
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Who uses CVT?
A selection of organisations and high pro le users
of CVT over the years
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Fremantle Dockers (AFL)
Geelong Cats (AFL)
NRMA Insurance Brisbane Broncos (NRL)
Australian Institute of Sport (AIS)
South Sydney Rabbitohs (NRL)
Melbourne Storm (NRL)
Gold Coast Suns, West Coast Eagles (AFL)
Australian Cricket Team
Olympic & Paralympic Athletes
Double Dan Horsemanship
Megan Jones Eventing Team
John Wicks Training Stables
Stephen Gray Racing (Singapore)
Auckland, Melbourne, Perth & Australia Zoos
Peter Moody Racing (Black Caviar)
Top Level Racing Trainers & Equine
Competitors

Plus a growing number of Special Development
Schools across Australia & NZ and people and
animals of all ages.
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The Benefits of CVT
With regular daily use, Cycloid Vibration
from the EQ Rider Cyclopad may:

erapy (CVT)

ü Increase local area blood ow.
ü Assist in the reduction of musculoskeletal pain.
ü Increase joint mobilisation.
ü Reduce excess oedema (swelling) whether the cause is
vascular or lymphatic.
ü Assist in the treatment of wounds where an
improvement in local circulation is a factor.
ü Assist in the treatment of pressure ulcers where an
improvement in local circulation is a factor.

Use only as directed and if symptoms persist, please see your doctor. Always read and follow the instructions.
EQ RIDER CYCLOPAD | 6
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Medical Research
e EQ Rider Cyclopad is manufactured
by CT Healthcare Pty Ltd in the same
purpose built facility as the Niagara
ermo Cyclopad.
Medical research has been conducted
into the bene ts of Niagara’s Cycloid
Vibration erapy since 1954 in the
USA, Europe & Australia.
Some recent studies include;
Professor Neil Piller at the Flinders
University School of Medicine
conducted a large scale clinical trial into
the bene ts of Niagara erapy for
Lymphoedema.
Professor Pierre Lievens at the Brussels
University, Belgium conducted a clinical
trial into Niagara's Cycloid Vibration
erapy improving joint mobility.
Leduc, Lievens and Dewald conducted a
trial using Niagara’s Cycloid Vibration
erapy on wound healing.
Williams, Drury and Bierman conducted
a trial into the eﬀect of Niagara erapy
on trunk and joint exibility.
*CT Healthcare Pty Ltd, Niagara UK & Niagara Australia were nancial sponsors of the above research.
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EQ Rider Cyclopad

Cycloid Vibration
EQ RIDER CYCLOPAD | 8

erapy can be used daily!
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GIVE YOUR BODY BACK
WHAT YOUR HORSE TAKES OUT
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Unpacking & Assembling
EQ Rider Cyclopad

1

Remove plastic and
cardboard protection from
EQ Rider Cyclopad, remote
control, Lithium-Ion
ba ery, Mains powered
charger and Portable 12V
Auto Power Cable.

Mains powered charger, remote
control & Lithium-Ion ba ery.
EQ RIDER CYCLOPAD | 10

Portable 12V Auto Power Cable.
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2

Connect fully charged
Lithium-Ion ba ery to EQ
Rider Cyclopad using
round connectors.

3 Connect Lithium-Ion ba ery
& wireless remote to strap
across the EQ Rider
Cyclopad pad when needed.

4

Your EQ Rider Cyclopad remote control is delivered complete
with 2 x AA ba eries. To change the ba eries, remove the back
ba ery cover. Firmly press and slide as indicated. Remove old
ba eries; ensure new ba eries are aligned with the (+) and (-)
symbols in the remote control. Slide and click cover into place.

**To pick up frequency, aim the
remote control at the logo on the
side of the EQ Rider Cyclopad
motor.
SMARTER | LIGHTER | BETTER
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How to Operate your
EQ Rider Cyclopad
e EQ Rider Cyclopad comes with a rechargeable Lithium-Ion
ba ery and an approved Portable 12V Auto Power Cable which can
be used to power the device. Please refer to Power Options &
Lithium-Ion Ba ery Care (page 27).

Press the Power Switch [9] to turn the device on. e rst Timer Indicator
LED will be illuminated indicating that the timer is set to ten minutes.
By pressing the Timer Switch [4] Up once, the time will be increased by ten
minutes and the next LED will be illuminated. Each press of this switch will
increase the time by ten minutes to a maximum of one hour.
By pressing the Timer Switch Down [4] once, the time will be decreased by
ten minutes and the top LED will be extinguished. Each press of the switch
will decrease the time by ten minutes until the device is switched oﬀ.
By pressing the Massage Mode Switch [8] the mode of massage can be
varied from Standard (STD) to Tranquillsage (T/S) or Cycloid Poly
Modulation (CPM).
Pressing the Power Switch [11] will switch the device on in the Standard
mode each time.
By pressing the Intensity Switch [3], the intensity of the Cycloid Vibration
erapy can be increased and decreased.
e Remote Signal Strength LED [1] will ash if the communication
between the Remote Control and the EQ Rider Cyclopad is poor. If
communication is lost completely, a er two minutes both the Remote
Control and the pad will switch oﬀ automatically.
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e Low Ba ery LED [5] will ash when the Remote Control ba eries
need replacing. is LED [5] will only ash when the EQ Rider Cyclopad is
running (on), and will not work when the ba eries are completely
exhausted.
To turn the EQ Rider Cyclopad oﬀ before the timer has reached zero,
simply press the Power Switch [9] once.

EQ RIDER CYCLOPAD
LED INDICATOR TABLE
CONNECTING
BA ERY PACK

NORMAL
OPE TION

LOW POWER
INDICATION

AUTO SHUT OFF

SOLID GREEN
(1 SEC)

NO LED

GREEN FLASHING
LED

SOLID GREEN LED
(5 SEC)
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EQ Rider Cyclopad
Remote Control

1

5
3

2

4

6

7
8
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1

Remote Signal Strength LED

2

Intensity Indicator LEDs

3

Intensity Switch

4

Timer Switch

5

Low Ba ery LED

6

Timer Indicator LEDs

7

Massage Mode Indicator LEDs

8

Massage Mode Switch

9

Power Switch
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Recommended Comfort
Positions

Neck and Shoulders

Lower Back

Knees, Legs and Hips

Lower Legs and Feet
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Shoulder and Arm

Arm, Wrist and Hand

*Remember to drink plenty of water before and a er each session.
body in ushing out any excess toxins.

is will assist the

*Note: If you have a pacemaker you can still use EQ Rider Cyclopad but
keep the motor 15cm (6 inches) from the pacemaker.
SMARTER | LIGHTER | BETTER
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Fairyland Centres
Niagara and Equissage employees donate time and money
to create unique oversized toys to ensure children with
special needs have access to built-in Cycloid Vibration
erapy. e children get help from the proven bene ts of
the toys whilst having fun.
e rst Fairyland Centre in Pennsylvania, USA started in
1954 and was a massive success helping children with
special needs.
e rst realistic opportunity to create a Fairyland
Centre in Australia came in Victoria in 2008 at the Latrobe
Special Developmental School, in Traralgon.
A second Fairyland Centre was launched at the Kuraby
Special School in Brisbane in late 2011. A third Fairyland
Centre was opened at the Sir Keith Park Special School in
Auckland, New Zealand in February 2012. By 2018 over
17 schools enjoy the support from this amazing cause.
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Intended Use
Intended Use
is low-voltage device provides a therapeutic massage; this type of therapy is called
Cycloid Vibration erapy (CVT). is device reduces interstitial oedema uid
whether the cause is lymphatic or vascular, may increase local area blood ow and may
assist in the reduction of musculoskeletal pain. e device may assist in the treatment of
wounds, cellulitis and pressure ulcers where an improvement in local circulation is a
factor and may also increase joint mobilisation.

Contraindications
Lymphoedema Treatment
e following general contraindications should be considered when treating
lymphoedema. If there are any doubts/uncertainties as to whether you may have them or
not please consult a health professional familiar with lymphoedema or trained in the area
of lymphoedema treatment:
1.

e presence of (or a recent) in ammatory episode such as Cellulitis in the area being
treated
2. Presence of (or history or suspicion of) a Deep Vein rombosis (DVT)
3. Any cardiac condition (such as congestive cardiac failure, venous hypertension) or
vascular condition (such as signi cant varicose veins)
4. Cancer which is not controlled and for which you do not have the all clear in the groin,
abdominal or chest/breast areas

EQ RIDER CYCLOPAD | 22
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Recommendations to achieve the best outcomes:
1. Clear all proximal lymphatic pathways by undertaking a recommended deep
breathing or self/partner massage program
2. Ensure that you have not just recently (within the last 2 hours) eaten a large mealparticularly one rich in fats
3. Ensure you are not bloated or constipated
4. Ensure you are well hydrated

SMARTER | LIGHTER | BETTER
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Cautions
General
No user-serviceable parts inside. All servicing and repairs should be performed by
Equissage or an approved service agent.
e device is supplied non-sterile. Do not submerge the device in water. Do not use if
the Lithium-Ion Ba ery supplied is damaged.
Take care to prevent string, hair, pins etc from entering any of the device's ventilation slots
during use.
All electronic equipment (including ba eries) contains printed circuit boards which
when disposed of are considered to be hazardous waste. Contact Equissage or an
approved agent for assistance in disposing of this equipment.
e following environmental requirements shall be adhered to during normal
operation: - 4 to 30 oC with 30 - 95% relative humidity non-condensing.
Ensure that only an approved Lithium-Ion ba ery with adequate charge or Portable 12V
Auto Power Cable supplied by Equissage is connected to the device before switching the
unit on.
If the device appears to not operate as expected, please contact Equissage.
Replace the ba ery in the remote control should the low-ba ery indicator illuminate.
Never use the EQ Rider Cyclopad without adequate ventilation, for example do not use
under a blanket.
Do not bend or tightly wrap cables as this may cause permanent damage.
Do not use the EQ Rider Cyclopad in a way that may interfere with the safe operation of a
vehicle, the deployment of air bags or other safety equipment.
Only use genuine Lithium-Ion ba eries, Mains powered charger and Portable 12V Auto
Power Cable supplied and approved by Equissage, CT Healthcare or Niagara erapy.
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Warnings
General
ese operating instructions should be carefully read prior to use.
Children using the device should be supervised by an adult.
Use only as directed and if symptoms persist, see your doctor.
e device's eﬃcacy is reliant on regular and proper use.
It is recommended the device is used for approximately 3 x 20 minute sessions per day.
Minor and infrequent side eﬀects may occur through the use of the device; these include
nausea, light headedness/dizziness, headaches, increased pain, joint soreness /
discomfort / aching, continued tingling or vibration feeling, skin itching, teeth cha ering
and/or an agitated feeling.
It is recommended to drink a glass of water a er each treatment.
User shall not modify the device.
If you have a Pacemaker and/or De brillator maintain a 15cm (6 inch) distance
between the EQ Rider Cyclopad motor and your pacemaker /de brillator. Do not
place any Equissage or Niagara erapy device motor directly over your pacemaker /
de brillator (e.g. chest area, or directly behind your shoulder blades). When using the
EQ Rider Cyclopad behind your back, the motor must be positioned on your lower back
only.
Cancer
ere are studies that state that improving circulation in ways such as with gentle
massage techniques like lymphatic massage and exercising are not thought to increase
the risk of the spreading of cancer cells as this spread is thought to be due to the individual
properties of the cancer cells themselves and not to the improved circulation. It would be
prudent however for each cancer patient to discuss the eﬀect of receiving gentle massage
therapies and the improvement in circulation gained from the EQ Rider Cyclopad with
their individual medical practitioners.

SMARTER | LIGHTER | BETTER
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Warnings - Lithium-Ion Ba

ery only

WARNING IF A LITHIUM-ION BA ERY IS USED
INAPPROPRIATELY OR DAMAGED NOTE THE FOLLOWING CARE
INSTRUCTIONS, IT CAN RESULT IN LEA GE, OVERHEATING,
SMOKE EMISSION, BURSTING, IGNITION/ FIRE
Ÿ Keep the ba ery away from children.
Ÿ Avoid exposing the ba ery to excessive shock and vibration.
o

Ÿ Avoid exposing or charging your ba ery in excessive heat over 60 C.

NOTE: Store your ba ery in temperatures of 5oC - 20oC. Storing above this may
shorten the ba ery life.
Ÿ Do not leave ba ery in direct sunlight.
Ÿ If a ba ery has leaking uids, do not touch any uids. Dispose of a leaking ba ery

pack (see Disposal and Recycling details below).
Ÿ In case of eye contact with uid, do not rub eyes. Immediately ush eyes thoroughly

with water for at least 15 minutes, li ing upper and lower lids, until no evidence of the
uid remains. Seek medical a ention.
Ÿ Do not disassemble, puncture, short circuit or dispose of the ba ery in re or water.
Ÿ Disposal and Recycling Lithium-Ion ba eries are subject to disposal and re-cycling

regulations that vary by country and region. Always check and follow your applicable
regulations before disposing of any ba ery.

DISCLAIMER Safety: e Equissage ba eries and accessories must be used following the
instructions for use for safety and eﬀectiveness. Whilst provisions are made with respect to
safety, Equissage and CT Healthcare P/L accepts no responsibility for any complication or
incident due to instructions not being followed accurately and for any misuse of the product.
EQ RIDER CYCLOPAD | 26
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Power Options & Lithium-Ion Ba ery Care
e EQ Rider Cyclopad comes with two power supply options:
1) Lithium-Ion Ba ery
2) Portable 12V Auto Power Cable
ONLY THE MAINS POWERED CHARGER WILL CHARGE THE LITHIUM-ION
BA ERY AS PER THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS.

e EQ Rider Cyclopad ba ery is a Lithium-Ion Rechargeable Ba ery.
NOTE: on receiving your EQ Rider Cyclopad to longer ba ery life please fully charge
the ba eries before use. Occasionally perform a small “top up charge” and reuse to help
protect ba ery condition.
PLEASE ENSURE THAT THE BA

ERY IS DISCONNECTED WHEN NOT IN USE.

Mains Powered Ba ery Charger Instructions & Maintenance
Always use the mains powered charger supplied with your EQ Rider Cyclopad as this is
speci cally designed to charge your Lithium-Ion ba ery.
When you place your ba eries on charge a RED LED will light on the charger indicating
ba eries are charging. e LED on the charger turns GREEN when the ba ery is fully
charged.
NOTE: please turn oﬀ the charger once the ba ery is FULLY charged. Overcharging
the ba ery could cause damage or lead to reduced ba ery life.
Do not leave ba eries unused for extended periods of time. If storing for an extended
period it is best NOT store them with full charge. Approx 40-50% charge will lengthen
ba ery life.
Portable 12V Auto Power Cable
NOTE: When using the Portable 12V Auto Power Cable it is your sole responsibility to
place, secure and use the EQ Rider Cyclopad in a manner that will not cause accidents,
personal injury or property damage. Always observe safe driving practices.
Before you use the EQ Rider Cyclopad for the rst time, familiarize yourself with your
device and its operation – Do not alter the se ings of the EQ Rider Cyclopad while
driving.
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Ba ery Transportation
Always check all applicable local, national, and international regulations before
transporting a Lithium-Ion ba ery. Restrictions on carrying ba eries in luggage on
transport such as planes are in place and can vary. Always follow directions and relevant
legislation prior to transporting ba eries.
New ba eries can be obtained from the Equissage website (www.equissage.com.au) or
by calling your local oﬃce - numbers shown on the reverse of this book.

Cleaning Instructions
e device should be cleaned regularly.
Use a vacuum cleaner to remove any build up of any foreign ma er from the device
(including the ventilation slots).
Equissage recommends cleaning hard surfaces with a damp so cloth with a warm non
abrasive and water solution. is should then be rinsed clean by wiping with a fresh damp
cloth before drying with a dry lint free cloth.
Ensure no liquid or moisture enters the device ventilation slots.
Contact Equissage or an approved service agent should any components of the device
require repair or replacement.
DO NOT- immerse the EQ Rider Cyclopad in water or uid, this will permanently
damage the electronics in the products.
TAKE CARE to prevent hair and small objects from entering the air vents.
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Technical Information
General
e devices comply with the applicable electromagnetic compatibility requirements
(EMC) as de ned by IEC 60601-1-2. e electromagnetic compatibility tables for the
EQ Rider Cyclopad and the Niagara ermo Cyclopad devices can be found at:
www.niagara.com.au/emc
Electrical Safety
e devices comply with the electrical safety requirements as de ned by IEC 60601-1.
Please contact Equissage for further information.
Disposal
e device carries the WEEE mark-this indicates it should be disposed of as per the
local/ national guidelines
Troubleshooting
Should the device fail for any reason rst check there is a charge in the ba ery and the
device has been connected as per the instructions.
Should this still not work then please contact the number shown on the reverse of this
Instructions For Use for further advice.
ere are NO user serviceable parts in this device.
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Explanation of Symbols
e rated supply voltage range is 100-240V AC and 47-63Hz.
e rated input current: 1.5-0.7A

SN

REF

For EMC Technical Data, please refer to the Niagara website - h p://www.niagara.corn.au/emc
EQ RIDER CYCLOPAD | 30
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Warranty
Terms and Conditions
Equissage, a division of CT Healthcare Pty Ltd ABN 17 002 385 211 (herea er
Equissage) undertakes, subject to the conditions speci ed herein, to perform any
necessary service on a customer product supplied by Equissage without charging the
labour or parts during the period speci ed below, commencing from the date of
purchase.
Niagara erapy, a division of CT Healthcare Pty Ltd ABN 17 002 385 211 devices and
products that are supplied by Equissage are subject to the Warranty Terms &
Conditions as provided within such products and do not form part of this Warranty.
e rights and remedies conferred by the warranty are in addition to those conferred
under the Trade Practices Act, Australian Consumer Laws and other State & Territory
Laws.
1. For the period of 24 months (two years) from the date of original purchase of an EQ
Rider Cyclopad, Equissage warrants to rectify and/ or repair at its option at no charge to
the purchaser, all manufacturing defects which Equissage determines to be defective in
workmanship, materials and components.
1a. For a period of 12 months (one year) on Ba ery Chargers and on all Lithium-Ion
rechargeable ba eries supplied with above mentioned products, Equissage warrants to
rectify and/ or repair at its option at no charge to the purchaser, all manufacturing defects
which Equissage determines to be defective in workmanship, materials and
components.
is Warranty will be deemed VOID if the Ba ery/Charger Care and Maintenance
procedures outlined within the Instructions For Use are deemed by Equissage to not
have been followed.
2. is Warranty given by Equissage shall only apply to the original purchaser.
warranty is not transferable or assignable.
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3. e Warranty will apply only whilst the product has been used and maintained in
accordance with the Care and Maintenance instructions provided within the
Instructions For Use and provided the product has not been damaged by accident or
subject to misuse, neglect or abuse or being tampered with, or repaired, by unauthorised
persons.
4. Should it be necessary to return any items to Equissage or their authorised repairer to
eﬀect repairs while still under Warranty, all transportation chargers will be the
responsibility of the customer unless agreed by Equissage to the contrary. Any Warranty
claim that is preceded outside of Australia or New Zealand will incur full cost of total
transportation regardless of circumstance.
5. All reasonable eﬀort will be made to match original coverings, however Equissage will
accept no liability if unable to match original due to wear and tear, staining or the aging
process of materials.
6. Service on Equissage equipment will be carried out at the CT Healthcare/
Niagara/Equissage Manufacturing facility in, Queensland, Australia or Niagara
Healthcare NZ/Equissage Oﬃce in Albany, Auckland, New Zealand or at an authorised
repairer. All cost of service and transportation will be borne by customer when Warranty
is void or Expired.
PURCHASE RECORD
It is recommended that you complete the following so that the details you will require in
case of a warranty service are close at hand.
Date of Purchase ___________________
Serial Numbers ____________________
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e EQ Rider Cyclopad is manufactured and sponsored by:
CT Healthcare Pty Ltd trading as Niagara
29 Resource Street
Parkinson QLD 4115
AUST LIA
Ph +61 (0)7 3386 7222
Fax +61 (0)7 3386 7220

erapy

www.niagara.com.au
1800 178 528 (AUS) or 0800 642 427 (NZ)
www.equissage.com.au www.equissage.co.nz
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